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List of Abbreviations

CHVs

Community Health Volunteers

IBE

International Bureau for Epilepsy

ILAE

International League against Epilepsy

KEMRI

Kenya Medical Research Institute

NECC

National Epilepsy Coordination Committee

NCDs

Non communicable Diseases

NCDAK

Non-Communicable Diseases Alliance, Kenya

WHO

World Health Organisation

YotM

Youth on the Move
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"Standing in front of people and speaking to them was a big dream for me. Never in my 21-year life
had I been given such an opportunity. Joining YotM changed all of this. My first month of going to
the Mathare Clinic, observing and listening to my guide and coach sharing knowledge about epilepsy
from patients, I was immensely inspired. During the second month, my coach gave me the
opportunity to talk about first aid and my own experience with epilepsy. I got up and stood in front of
the group. The whole waiting room was silent. When I finished my first aid class, everyone clapped
and my confidence and self-esteem rose instantly. By the time I was done sharing my experience, a
majority of the audience was moved by my personal story. Yes, this is my life! "
Benjamin, Mover 2020.
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Introduction
It needs courage to positively live with epilepsy in a world full of stigma and limited access
to care and the right knowledge on epilepsy. It is even more challenging when a society
perceives epilepsy as spiritual or supernatural condition rather than a medical condition. It
is for these reasons that Youth on the Move engaged Kenyan youth with epilepsy in
empowerment programs at the Nairobi centre in the year 2020. Achievements and follow up
plans have been presented in this report.
It is estimated that about 1,000,000 Kenyans have epilepsy, however only 30% make use of
effective treatment. The main reason for this is that the condition is often beleieved to be
witchcraft, demon possession or a punisment from God. In many cases, the consequence is a
life in social isolation and financial dependence. Fortunately, there are many different ways
to improve this challenging situation. Kenyan youth living with epilepsy initiated Youth on
the Move to create opportunities for their own future. Youth on the Move has a training
centre

in Nairobi where youth with epilepsy are trained as peer educators, provide

epilepsy trainings throughout the country and also connect them with researchers,
policymakers and health providers. Through this the best possible approach to controling
their seizures and creating opportunities for a pro-active participation in society is achieved.

Part of the expenses is covered by the income from YotM’s internet cafe in Nairobi.
However, the demand for awareness and guidance is increasing rapidly, which the
organisation cannot achieve without financial support from sponsors. That is why we are
grateful for the support of various sponsors, such as the Bank of Africa in Kenya and
Stitching YotM in the Netherlands for the support they have given this year.

YotM updates the NGO-Board and its sponsors with regular reports, as well as certified
audited financial report.
We share a report of the efforts of 2020, the results and how we plan to follow up on our
activities in the year 2021.
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If you have any questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us. As employees
and board members, we are happy to share information with you about how we perform
our services with the available resources
With kind regards,

Epillose Musimbi

Karijn Aussems

Director Youth on the Move

Secretary Stichting YotM, NL

Email: epillose@yahoo.com

Email: karijnaussems@gmail.com

Tel: +254(0)712623681

Tel: +31(0)624160787

Bank account Details for Youth on the Move, Kenya
Bank: Equity Bank, Nairobi West Branch
Account number: 1280298855190
SWIFT Code: EQBLKENA068128

nnnnn
Address of Secretary Stichting YotM: M.A. de Ruyterstraat 1, 3601 TL Maarssen
Account number: NL18RABO01477.34.126
KvK-number: 53286618
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1. Relevance of the programme in Kenya
The chance of getting epilepsy is three times higher in
Kenya than in the developed countries like The USA. More
than 700,000 Kenyans with epilepsy don’t make use of antiepileptic drugs as it is often considered to be a result of
witchcraft, demon possession and a punishment of God.
This hinders them from fully participating in society.
Someof them are often denied at school, work, in religious
institutions and other social gatherings. This makes it even
harder for them to utilise their rights and to prevent themselves from violence, unprotected
sex and unplanned pregnancies. Researchers in Zambia state that 37% of persons with
epilepsy have been victims of sexual violence. This information clearly reveals the dire need
for social empowerment of youth with epilepsy, which is rather a necessity than a luxury
addition to their medical care.

In 2006, the young people with epilepsy gave several reasons why they wanted to set up
Youth on the Move: among the reasons are:1. Need to meet other people with epilepsy and exchange experiences
2. Need to improve their own well-being
3. Need to lead active social lives
One of the young people said, "It helps me and others to grow healthy and accept ourselves for
having epilepsy".
In July 2020, YotM mapped 500 households of people living with epilepsy. 60% of the people
with epilepsy were younger than 13 years, 15% were between the ages of 15 and 54 and 25%
were older than 55 years. Economically, 60% lived below the poverty line without a steady
income. 70% did not receive regular care due to a lack of accessibility and affordability of
medicines. Of those surveyed, 30% said they received alternative treatment, while 10% did not
receive any treatment.
In addition, patients were also interviewed in the clinics where YotM provided guidance,
coaching and information about epilepsy. A huge difference was noticed in the way they
handled the attacks and understood the condition. More than 80% of the participants clearly
understood the factors that negatively influence epilepsy and 60% freely shared their experience
with epilepsy.
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1 Vision and mission
Vision:

An understanding and responsive society that ensures equal participation of
persons with epilepsy in developing countries in all aspects of life.

Mission:

To empower persons with epilepsy and ensure equal participation in society
through lobby and awareness creation in partnership with stakeholders

2. Venue
Youth on the Move started as a small scale organisation
for training youth with epilepsy in Nairobi, but we were
soon encouraged to expand our services and to offer them
countrywide in partnership with private organisations
and County Governments.

3. Strategies and activities

To optimize the lives of young people with epilepsy in Kenya, YotM unites policymakers,
researchers, welfare workers, healthcare providers and persons with epilepsy. Together they
realize the best possible approach to control epilepsy attacks and create opportunities for
proactive participation in society. We employ four strategies for this:
1. Research
2. Lobby and advocacy
3. Policy development
4. Empowering young people with epilepsy through education and counseling.

For each strategy we explain the activities that we carry out to achieve our goals.
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Strategy 1: Research
Objective:

To research, report and provide current insights for people with epilepsy in
Kenya and the impact that the empowerment activities have on those
involved.

Over the past twelve years, Youth on the Move has been able to support people with
epilepsy, including their caregivers, peers, community members and policy makers. This has
given the organization a lot of insight into their situation. However, this knowledge has
never been scientifically studied and recorded and is therefore not available for further use
by other professionals. That is why the organization wants to include scientific research in
the services of the organization. Participative action research (PAO) is chosen as the research
method (Abma et al, 2019). This means that the people involved in the research are involved
in its implementation, not only as respondents, but also as interviewers and also in the
analysis.

Results in 2020: Results in 2020: As a result of the Covid-19 in Kenya reported in March, the
government halted all forms of social gatherings and this also forced YotM to review plans.
Given that the income of the internet café decreased drastically (see 4.12), YotM decided to
postpone the start of a PhD study for Epillose (Director). On the other hand, she has
invested her time in reviewing the day-to-day activities that have continued through online
education and guidance, among other things. YotM has also been invited to conduct a
survey among 500 households (see page 6) to gain more insight into the lives of people with
epilepsy. These results have been published and are therefore accessible to healthcare
providers and policymakers. Epillose also joined other stakeholders in Africa who
researched and wrote a paper on “challenges faced by people with epilepsy, their families
and carers during corona virus dieses (COVID 19) pandemic” The paper is published in the
African and Middle East Epilepsy Journal Volume 9, Number 2 March and April 2020. She
has also since written a paper on Epilepsy Public Engagement Strategies in Kenya. The
paper is in the process of publication.

Follow up 2021: While YotM still wants to invest in participatory action research with young
people, it prioritizes information and guidance for young people with epilepsy. As soon as
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the situation in Kenya regarding Covid 19 has stabilized, and revenues have recovered, this
activity will be rescheduled.
Strategy 2: Lobby & Advocacy
Activity 2.1: NECC (National Epilepsy Coordination Committee)
Objective:

Strengthen cooperation in Kenyan epilepsy care to improve and guarantee
quality and efficiency.

In 2008, at the start of YotM's activities, the participants noticed that there was little
cooperation between the organizations that play a role in epilepsy care. That is why YotM,
in collaboration with Prof. Kioy (neurologist) and the Ministry of Health took the initiative
to set up the National Epilepsy Coordination Committee (NECC), which aims to establish a
strong collaboration. Since 2016, Dr. Symon Muchiri Kariuki (KEMRI Wellcome Trust, Kilifi)
chairman and YotM's director Musimbi Epillose the secretary of the committee until 2019
when Epillose delegated to Fred Beuchi. NECC is composed of policy makers (Ministry of
Health, WHO, ILAE, IBE), researchers, pharmaceutical companies, foundations and people
with epilepsy. Members meet every other month to develop policies and organize joint
events to educate healthcare professionals and the community about epilepsy.

Results in 2020: The plan was to hold road shows and seminars in four Counties: Kilifi,
Tharaka Nithi, Kiambu and Isiolo. The events in Kilifi took place as planned.

YotM

successfully mobilized and trained 40 Community Health Volunteers (CHVs) (see activity
4.7). Furthermore, the International Epilepsy Day was celebrated on February 10 in Kilifi
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with the epilepsy roadshow and the training of medical staff. The medical seminar and the
International day were supported by KEMRI Wellcome Trust Kilifi.
Covid-19 outbreak came with restriction measures by the government that forced the Society
to adjust its activities. In consultation with the Bank of Africa and Youth on the Move, the
money that would be used for these activities was used for online education, making a
documentary about the impact of the information campaign of the past 5 years and
collecting and publishing stories from campaign participants. YotM took the lead in
selecting participants and collecting the stories for the documentary and articles. In August,
when the pandemic eased up, YotM undertook to train more CHVs in Counties of the
previous years and trained 40 CHVs in Kisii, and 80 in Homa Bay in different sub-counties.

Follow up in 2021: With the results achieved and active participation of NECC-members, the
Bank of Africa has committed to support the campaign in 2021 to continue the awareness
campaing and trainings in Tharaka Nithi, Kiambu, Isiolo Counties and Busia County, with a
range of educational activities. YotM continues to take the lead in informing and training
Community Health Volunteers in the Counties (see activity 4.7).

Activity 2.2: Disability Consortium and Non Communicable Disease Alliance of Kenya
Objective:

Strengthen cooperation among disability and non-communicable diseases
Stakeholders while empowering persons living with various disabilities.

Youth on the Move strives to partner with many stakeholders as much as possible. This year
YotM registered its membership with the Disability Consortium and the NCDAK. The aim
was to lobby for persons with epilepsy through these bodies as in most cases epilepsy does
not receive much recognition and support from both the public and private sector.

Results in 2020: Through NCDAK YotM‘s director Epillose Musimbi was trained on media
engagement. She was also nominated to train the media staff from various media stations
on the condition of epilepsy. YotM’s clinic coach Erik Kimathi (a person living with
epilepsy) benefited from the training of our Views our Voices where various persons living
with non-communicable diseases were trained on advocacy and

public engagement,

planning and budgeting, elevator’s pitch and public participation. The NCDAK also
engaged YotM in mapping out households of persons living with epilepsy and interviewing
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them on the various challenges experienced in terms of access to basic needs and medication
especially during the covid 19 period.
The Disability Consortium through the innovation to inclusion of persons with disabilities
project, trained 15 youth living with epilepsy on employability skills which covered topics
like preparing for interview, presentation at interviews, curriculum vitae writing, public
speaking conflicts and conflict management in work environments among others. The
consortium also trained directors and financial managers of its various organisations on
financial management where YotMs Director and Financial Manager Jane Wahome attended
a two day workshop. YotM has also been involved in creating a database of persons with
disabilities where 300 persons living with epilepsy have been included. YotM has also
participated in the launch of the Disability employment portal for persons living with
diverse disabilities in Kenya that took place on 9th December 2020.

Activity 2.3: Youth on the Move: Celebration of international and special days for
Epilepsy
Objective:

Generate publicity about the international days of epilepsy and use the day to
educate people about fair and equal treatment for people with epilepsy

International Epilepsy Day and Purple Day for Epilepsy are special days that advocate for
greater understanding of epilepsy with the aim of encouraging all governments to provide
good epilepsy care. Because St. Valentine was not only a saint of love, but also a patron saint
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for people with epilepsy, this is also a day on which the young people with epilepsy at YotM
ask extra attention for people with epilepsy.

Results in 2020: During St. Valentine day, the youth gathered
at YotM Center, discussed at length on the topic of love, they
exchanged flowers and shared drinks and snacks in solidarity
with

those

living

with

the

condition. On 10th February, the
International Epilepsy day, the
youth armed with placards made
peaceful demonstrations in the
Eastland area of Nairobi through
the Mathare slums educating the
community that epilepsy was
treatable and not witchcraft as many locals perceived. The walk
ended at Baraka Health Center where more than 300 patients
were educated on facts on epilepsy and thereafter shared snacks with the patients. During
the same day, YotM was also present in Kilifi County to contribute in celebrating
International Epilepsy Day.

To commemorate Purple day, celebrated on 26th March, YotM partnered with other
epilepsy stakeholders and lit the tallest building in Nairobi City purple and engaged the
media through various platforms on talking about epilepsy and purple day.
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Follow up in 2021: The three days will still be celebrated as they have proved to make a
huge impact on the understanding of epilepsy. Valentine’s Day is planned to be celebrated
with Imani children’s home in Kayole slums in Nairobi. The home has children with various
disabilities 5 of them living with epilepsy.
Activity 2.3: Petition for the government
Objective:

Young people influence the policy development of epilepsy care and
have their voices heard and taken seriously by policy makers

The National Hospital Insurance Fund aimed to suit even those in low income brackets; the
unemployed and self employed now pay Kes. 500 per month which give them the
opportunity to access outpatient medical services from one facility of their choice. For those
with epilepsy it covers the MRI, CT Scan, EEG and Anti-Epileptic Drugs using the card
without adding any extra money. However, during the survey of 500 Kenyan households
with people with epilepsy, it emerged that a large number of households are still unable to
pay four 500 shillings a month for NHIF (health insurance) insurance. For those who do
have the insurance, the drugs are not always available at the outpatient clinic. They have to
purchase it from the pharmacy shop at their own expense. The young people regularly
indicate that they want epilepsy care to be offered to everyone or at least subsidized so that
it becomes more affordable. To make this happen, they developed a petition asking the
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government to make epilepsy care affordable and available. They started collecting
signatures in the month of August 2009 with the aim of showing the broad support for the
petition to policymakers.

This activity not only stimulates the government to provide better care, at the same time we
achieve two other goals:

1. Young people are encouraged to speak about their own experience with epilepsy,
which helps them overcome their shyness in public places.

2. Through their petition, several people are reached in the free time of young people in
busy public places (such as buses) and inform people about epilepsy before asking
them for their signature.

After handing over 93,377 signatures to the Ministry of Health, (Non-Communicable
Diseases Division), in 2018 the NCDAK (Non-Communicable Disease Alliance in Kenya)
suggested using this as an example for all other organizations for people with noncommunicable diseases. Dr. Kibachio said each signature shows awareness and commitment
to people with epilepsy and therefore requires commitment to seeing epilepsy as a serious
non-communicable disease, such as cancer and hypertension.

Result in 2020: The number of signatures collected in 2020 is 3,622. This is less than normal
due to the lockdown due to Covid-19, which prevented the young people from collecting
signatures in public. It was planned that all collected signatures would be presented to the
Minister of Health during the NCDAK media briefing on March 24. However, this did not
happen because of the lockdown. The NCDAK has communicated that this be done in
March 2021.

The young people still made their voices heard online about the challenges they were facing.
Ann Mwangi, one of the trained young people with epilepsy, reported on the increased
prices for anti-epileptic drugs (see page 12). Her personal message motivated one of our
sponsors from the Netherlands to fund anti-epileptic drugs for 20 young people with
epilepsy.
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Furthermore, the Non-Communicable Disease Alliance in Kenya (NCDAK) invited YotM's
employee Epillose for a three-day media campaign training in February and upon successful
completion, Epillose was one of 8 selected media advocates of non-communicable diseases
(NCDs) for the year 2020. Multiple virtual meetings of the committee followed, including
sessions with various media houses. Epillose also got the opportunity
to present on YotM approaches to epilepsy sensitization to 40
member organisations of the Epilepsy Alliance Africa and another
virtual meeting educating 25 counseling psychologists from one of
the most renowned counseling institutions in Kenya called Amani
counseling Center.

Through the presentations to

EAA and

participation in writing papers on epilepsy that are to be published in
the Africa and Middle East journal Epillose won an Award in the
category of the best epilepsy awareness category.
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Ann Mwangi shared her painful encounter about epilepsy care in Kenya during the Covid-19
outbreak.
Follow up in 2021: We see the need to continue our petition to keep the government
proactive in making epilepsy care affordable, available and accessible to everyone.
Continuing the petition process is also a good strategy to continue to reach more people and
educate about epilepsy.
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Strategy 3: Policy Development
An indispensable part of improving the lives of young people with epilepsy is policy
development so that the care offer can be constantly adapted to demand. Youth on the Move
involves young people, parents, care providers and policymakers in this.

Activity 3.1: Review of national epilepsy care guidelines
Objective:

To keep national epilepsy care guidelines up to date so that doctors can
consult them to make the correct diagnosis and prescribe correct medication.

The NECC members at Upper Hill Medical Center during the January 2020 meeting

Every other year, the members of the NECC review the content of the Epilepsy Guidelines
for the Management of Epilepsy to determine whether changes need to be made due to new
insights or changed circumstances. This ensures that healthcare providers have access to
reliable information for the healthcare provision for people with epilepsy.

Results in 2020: The guidelines have played a great role in the treatment of epilepsy. The
guidelines review took place in 2019 by a team of epilepsy professionals as well as
representatives of persons living with epilepsy. The chairman and the secretary of NECC
then took over the duty of including the changes made and making edits to the new
guideline which was completed in January 2020. In February this year the revised guideline
was submitted to the Ministry of Health for confirmation before they can be printed and
distributed. Delay in confirmation is attributed to more focus directed on the Covid 19
outbreak. The ministry has committed to ensure the guidelines are confirmed and endorsed
for printing and distribution by end of February 2021.
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Follow up in 2021: We will further our request to potential sponsors to provide their
contribution in printing more guidelines so that it can be shared with the health facilities
countrywide to ensure consistency in provision of epilepsy care. Further on, the next
revision is planned for 2022 instead of the earlier proposed 2021 since there has been delay
in distribution and revision is dependent on feedback from professionals who use the
guidelines.
Strategy 4: Empowerment through education and guidance
For the empowerment of young people with epilepsy, YotM trains young people with and
without epilepsy as peer educators, guides the parents/caregivers and also train
professional social and welfare workers to have the right knowledge and to provide
guidance to people with epilepsy.

Activity 4.1: Train the Trainer
Objective:

To train twelve youth (six with epilepsy and gender balance) as peer
educators and develop the skills to offer professional awareness creation and
coaching

Every year, Youth on the Move trains twelve young people with and without epilepsy, who
are ambitious but have low self-confidence and lack the hope for a good future. In one year,
they are trained as peer educators and they receive lessons in epilepsy, culture and identity,
teamwork, youth participation, coaching, lifestyle and entrepreneurship. Every month a
course is concluded with an exam. In addition, the young people do an internship two days
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a week in Youth on the Move's center in Nairobi and at epilepsy clinics:-at the Baraka health
center in Mathare, the MSF clinic in the slums of Kibera in Nairobi and at the Tei wa Ngai
epilepsy clinic in Machakos. The young people also provide information to religious
institutions, schools and various support groups
The future of the trainees
The young people who follow this training receive an internship fee of € 4.50
per day. If they save € 0.50 of this, they receive a bonus of € 0.50. This means
that they will have saved around € 150 at the end of the training. They receive
this as a bank cheque so that they are encouraged to open their own bank
account. With the business training they draw up a business plan on how
they can invest this amount wisely in a business that will enable them to
become financially independent. During the YotM training in 2018 I learned

to accept my life with epilepsy. I realize that I am my own boss with a
responsibility to make or break my own destiny. I am a Jah boy and reggae is my life. I started with
beadwork, making beautiful necklaces and all kinds of beadwork and selling them. I generate my own
income and am now self-employed. This is thanks to the savings that I have earned during my
training at YotM. I love my job; I like my health and enjoy my life. Most of my customers are
Rastafarians. The price of my products varies from 0.80 € to 8 €. Jeremiah Nyundo, Mover (trainee) from 2018.
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Result in 2020: This year 69 young people applied for the training, which allowed us to be
very selective about the choice of participants. Five were very proactive and forthright from
the start, while seven of them were very shy at the start. The five outspoken youngsters were
already more familiar with living in large cities, while the rest came from rural areas. The
team consists of six different ethnicities, including Ethiopian. To our sorrow, one of the
young people with epilepsy died of a seizure during his sleep at night in April. In August
one female discontinued her classes after she gave birth and expressed her desire to take a
break from classes.

Solo and Lucky with youth guide Isaac

Judy with her mother

The Covid 19 outbreak at the end of March meant that classes were interrupted and the
youth stayed at home while staff prepared to teach online classes. In May, the young people
resumed their lessons online, except for three young people. Two of them did not have
access to the Internet. The youth coach visited them to give the lessons on the spot. The third
found it difficult to take the classes online, so the parent took the classes online and then
guided her daughter with homework. The young people use their daily allowance for
telephone costs instead of for bus fare to the center.

Despite the challenges of continuing the usual program due to the Corona pandemic, the
youngsters remained motivated and eagerly attended classes online and took exams on set
dates. This went well, also for those who were guided from home by the youth guide. 10
peer educators graduated on 16th December 2020.
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Follow up in 2021: In the coming year, subject to availability of funds, YotM aims to offer the
training to 12 young people (6 with epilepsy, and equally divided according to gender). The
many requests for the training enable us to select young people with great motivation. That
is why we have high expectations for the new batch in 2021. We will also hold oral exams for
those who have difficulty writing.
Activity 4.2: Epilepsy Education

Eric teaches about epilepsy at the Kanyakine Market in Meru County Eastern Province
Objective:
1. Creating awareness and acceptance for epilepsy among 40,000 Kenyans per year
2. People learn to understand what epilepsy is and are thus encouraged to provide
appropriate support to those with the condition.

Every year, Youth on the Move selects locations throughout the country where the young
people in training go under supervision as peer educators to explain to groups what
epilepsy is, how one can lead a good life with it and how one can assist someone who has
the condition. Not only people with epilepsy are trained, but also the leaders in the
communities who are able to transfer this knowledge to their members. They are
encouraged to refer people with epilepsy who are not yet receiving care to the appropriate
healthcare providers.
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Result in 2020: By the end of
December,

we

trained

27,414

people in various institutions,
groups and in public places in
various provinces. This number is
less 12,586 our target. The 40,000
target was not reached due to
restrictions of movement as a
result of the Covid 19 outbreak in
March. Despite this however,
from

April

onwards,

young

people were encouraged to share
knowledge about epilepsy in
their neighborhood (respecting
social distance rules) as visits to
clinics and other groups were discontinued. Between June and July Eric, the clinic coach,
traveled to his rural home and taught 1,200 people in groups of 4 to 6 people at the market
stalls and continued to raise awareness. Furthermore, the youth coach actively provided
information via YotM's Facebook page with short videos on various topics related to
epilepsy. YotM also introduced the Question of the Week on Facebook, prompting a large
number of people to discuss important epilepsy issues online. Physical trainings resumed in
August when travel restrictions were eased.

We will continue to inform the groups that have previously followed the program. It is very
important for us to see how the community experiences epilepsy after our training sessions.
We share and send the Let’s Talk Epilepsy manual to those who contact us by phone where
possible. Between March and December, we approached 438 people and sent 76 manuals.
Furthermore, Epillose trained 50 media journalists through a virtual seminar organized by
NCDAK in July. She was also invited by Epilepsy Alliance Africa for a webinar in
September, where she presented “on engaging the youth to create epilepsy awareness in
small villages”. 40 members from 30 African countires attended the webinar. In November
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Epillose virtually trained 25 counseling psychologists from Nairobi. Through online
webinars YotM trained 95 people.

"This year started hopefully for me when I got the opportunity to follow the training at YotM. I
wanted to join because I have epilepsy and wanted to learn how to deal with it. Classes started in
February. At first, I didn't know much about epilepsy, but I quickly learned
more about it during the lessons, such as the triggers of my seizures. When I
took the epilepsy training, I realized while learning seizure triggers that my
menstrual cycle is a big trigger for me. During these days I often get
seizures. When I visited the doctor, I mentioned this and because of that I
was given medication to help with that. I am very happy because the drugs
are working very well. Between March and July, I only had one attack.
Knowledge is power!' Merilyn (23 Years), Mover in Training 2020

Follow up in 2021: Given the demand for more awareness from the public, YotM is inspired
and committed to continue providing the trainings to various groups’ countrywide. Because
we receive many requests to provide training to different groups and institutions. The first
two months of 2021 will be utilized to respond to places in our data bank that we have
already received requests and strive to cover the remaining 12,586 in an effort to hit our
target of 2020. This activity remains essential as long as people experience stigma and
misunderstandings about the condition. In the event that dissemination and strict measures
regarding Covid-19 continue, education will be provided through the various online
platforms.
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Activity 4.3: Movers Meeting

During the Movers Meeting, the young people themselves take turns as the chairman and
secretary as an exercise to lead a group and they develop their own opinion and learn to
express it in groups. During the meeting they evaluate the activities of the past week and
prepare the upcoming activities. After discussing the upcoming actions, they take time for
the Sikika Talk (Sikika means 'to be heard or receive attention') and discuss topics that
concern them the most at the time (such as work, relationships, AIDS, religion, addictions,
safety, usually in relation to epilepsy). This activity helps them to develop their own
opinion, to discuss in a team and to make well-considered choices.

They discuss questions such as:
1. When do you tell your colleagues, friends,
family and your partner that you have epilepsy?
2. Is epilepsy an excuse for not going to school and
not working?
3. Work and job application; what work can I do
with my epilepsy?
4. What do you do when someone humiliates you,
makes you angry or sad?
5. What is the role of girls and boys in the family?
6. What is rape? What do you do when it happens to you? What do you do when you see it
happen?
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The purpose of this is not only that they gain knowledge, form an opinion, express their
opinion and act accordingly, but also to learn to appreciate themselves and that they dare to
take up space in a group context. Every month the youngsters vote for the Mover of the
Month. This youngster receives € 10 as a reward and his photo is put in the list of the Mover
of the Month.

Results in 2020: Before the lockdown, six Movers Meetings (Sikika) had taken place. They
were very lively due to the great motivation and passion of the young people attended by
the youth in training and those of previous years. This was continued online from April, on
Facebook, with WhatsApp discussions and from July through Zoom. The passionate Social
Media manager Leonard Beckham guided the many online discussions in which the Movers
challenged each other with questions. During the online lesson, the young people were
asked to submit a question of the week. The topic in the group elected by the majority, was
be posted on the Facebook page. The meeting resumed physically in August, September and
October and reverted back online due to the second wave of the outbreak.

Follow up in 2021: This activity remains popular among the Movers and is therefore high on
the list of priorities to be offered again in a physical way or online depending on how corona
virus spread will have been managed. This forum provides a good platform to improve both
interpersonal and intra-personal communication skills.
Activity 4.4: Movers Picnic
Objective:

Young people with epilepsy practice their skills for working in a team,
whereby each participant is equally involved in the realization of their
activities.
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The last Saturday of the month, Youth on the Move organizes the Movers Picnic in the
Arboretum Park in Nairobi. The activities are organized by the young people themselves, so
that they learn the skills to work in a team and to create a safe atmosphere for the other
participants. The youngsters receive Ksh 1,000 (€ 10) to buy snacks and drinks for the team.
In doing so, they also learn to distribute tasks and to deal responsibly with their
contribution.

Result in 2020: In January and February the Movers of 2020 and previous years came to the
picnics. The “older” Movers accompanied the new Movers in various sports activities and
games. From March onwards, YotM encouraged the young people to talk about how they
kept themselves active during the lockdown. They shared their photos and videos online
and the most popular activities were rewarded with the money that would otherwise have
been used to buy snacks when they met in the Arboretum Park.
Follow up in 2021: YotM will organize the picnic as soon as physical interaction is allowed
again. While the restrictions are still in place, the youngsters are encouraged to participate in
the picnic online and are encouraged to keep themselves physically active at home.
Activity 4.5: Parents Meeting
Objective:

Parents offer guidance to their daughters and sons with epilepsy, which
stimulates their independence in life.
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It often happens that parents overprotect their child with epilepsy and take over tasks in
order to avoid risks. This means that young people with epilepsy miss opportunities to
strengthen their independence. That is why we offer the Parents Meeting once a month
where parents exchange experiences and learn how they can actually stimulate their
children to live independently in responsible ways. The parents discuss a topic every month
under the guidance of Leonard Ouma in Nairobi. Together they draw conclusions about
how they can best stimulate their child to lead a healthy and productive life independently.
The manual that was developed together with the parents is used to guide the discussions.

Results in 2020: In January, February and March there were 3 parents support groups
meetings (at YotM center, at Baraka center and Kibera centre). The 3 supported groups are
connected through a larger whatsapp group where they share and exchange ideas. Due to
the corona outbreak the parents who met at the YotM Centre continued their meetings

online. They were guided by the parents coach while those at the health centers met only
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briefly during the clinic days just to exchange their table banking ideas. Before the online
training the parents coach prepared and printed notes and delivered it to the parents at
their homes. The parents were encouraged to go through printed materials prior to the
phone conversations. The parents on online training were so committted to the program
and successfully completed the course and graduated on 28th November 2020.
The parents who meet at the clinic continue with their table banking for the group. They
weekly contribute Ksh 50 and give the total to one member who returns the following
months with an interest of Ksh 10 for every Ksh 50. This ensures the group continuity and a
source of capital to start or boost their businesses.

Follow up in 2021: In the coming year we will again invite 10 parents of young people with
epilepsy to attend the parent meetings in Nairobi West to share their knowledge and
experiences. In addition, we teach the parents to find an effective way to guide their children
to a proactive life. We also plan to continue the support group at the two clinics under the
guidance of the Movers Coach.
“I started Parents on the Move at Youth on the Move in March. Determined to support and
understand my son Benjamin, who is currently in training with the organization. I had just learned
how anger can trigger an attack in my son Benjamin. The Corona virus did not stop me from taking
the further course online. It has a positive effect on my life. The knowledge my son and I gained and
the exchange of experiences have made my son more conversational and understanding and limited
his anger, as everyone at home now knows how to be supported and how to interact with others.
‘Auma, parent at Kibera epilepsy clinic support,group 2019.

Activity 4.6: Coaching at epilepsy clinics
1. Clients with epilepsy understand their condition and know how to take good care of
themselves
2. The doctors can treat more clients in the time available
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When people with epilepsy go to the doctor in Kenya, there is little time for the doctor to
explain what epilepsy is and how to adjust their daily activities accordingly. This is the role
that our trainees take on in three different clinics. They explain in understandable language
what epilepsy is and how you can best deal with it. As a result, the physician needs less time
to help a client, the waiting list is shorter and the quality of care is improved.

The trainees (see activity 4.3.1: Train the Trainer) provide support under the guidance of the
young person who was the best trainee in the previous year (Mover of the Year). During the
coaching of the clients they deal with the following points:

1. What is epilepsy?
2. How can you take good care of yourself?
3. How can others help you when you have an attack?
4. Lifestyle; what are the options for work and social life?

Result in 2020: We had permission to coach patients in three clinics: Baraka, Kibera and
Matuu. The first three months were successful. After the restrictions regarding Covid-19, our
coach continued to guide patients by phone. The youth with epilepsy visiting these clinics
for medication made use of their clinic day to continue to share their experience with the
patients as well as share knowledge gained through YotM training. The nurse in charge of
the Matuu clinic continued to interact with YotM staff and shared contacts of patients who
the clinic coach continued to educate them through phone. The CHVs trained by YotM,
continued to provide guidance to patients in the various facilities they are attached to (see
activity 4.6).

Follow up in 2021: This year we will continue to coach people with epilepsy, either in the
clinics or through home visits and phone calls. This also provides an opportunity to learn
from the patients how the Covid-19 outbreak has affected their lives. Through the clinics we
can talk about the other services offered by YotM for people with epilepsy, such as the
Movers Meeting on Saturday (see activity 4.3) and Parents on the Move (see activity 4.5).
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Activity 4.7: Train the Community Health Volunteers

Objective:

Community Health Volunteers are knowledgeable about epilepsy and
are able to

use their knowledge to guide the people with epilepsy in their

community.

When organizing the road shows for NECC (see activity 2.1), we found that after our
departure we were unable to provide sufficient guidance to the people who had been
encouraged by the information to ask for help. That is why we have developed training for
Community Health Volunteers who can take on this task. During our first training sessions,
we also asked the participants for their input for the training.

We asked them the following questions:
1. How can you recognize people with epilepsy in your neighborhood?
2. How can you encourage them to ask the right doctor for help?
3. How can you guide them in their independence and prevent a life in isolation among
people?

Their contribution and their own questions asked during the first training sessions helped us
to put together a training that gives them insight into epilepsy and how they can guide
people who have the condition.
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Result in 2020: In February, YotM trained 40 CHVs in Kilifi County, Coast province and
later on from August more CHVs were trained CHVs in Homa
Bay County and Kisii County. Of the 167 CHVs trained in the 3
Counties, only 11 CHVs and 6 coordinators had ever attended
an epilepsy seminar awareness session. Since the Covid-19
outbreak, the CHVs in Kilifi have been in contact by phone to
seek advice on a variety of topics, while continuing to inform
and refer patients for treatment. So far, 42 patients have been
identified by the CHVs after training and referred to healthcare
agencies for treatment. YotM has sent 22 epilepsy manuals at
the request of some of the CHVs in Kilifi County. Between
August and November when CHVs in Kisii and Homa Bay were trained 27 patients in Kisii
and 18 in Homabay patients are on treatment.

Follow up in 2021: In the coming year, we want to train CHVs again in four provinces. Our
goal is to eventually reach all 41 provinces in Kenya. The plan for this is to collaborate
extensively per province with 40 CHVs that we train for this.

Activity 4.8: Turn your Moves
Objective:
1. Provide information and counseling to people with epilepsy in correctional
facilities(prisons) to learn how to deal effectively with their seizures
2. Guiding people with epilepsy in penitentiary institutions to learn how to deal
effectively with aggression and peer pressure

In Kenya, more than 55,000 people are in correctional facilities, including people with
epilepsy. Conditions in the Kenyan prison often provoke attacks such as sleep deprivation,
insufficient food and stress.

The Nyeri Prisons social workers invited us to provide training to the group of men with
epilepsy. During this training, they came up with many questions that had not yet been
answered in our "Let's talk Epilepsy" manual. Such as: how can I avoid stress while I feel
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threatened by the fellow prisoners? That is why we organized meetings in 2016 and let the
group exchange experiences. As a result, a manual has been written for and by people with
epilepsy in prison. Professionals have contributed to this: a psychologist, neurologist,
epileptologist, social workers, prison guards and policymakers from Prisons Headquarters
in Nairobi. The content has been approved by the government and could therefore be
officially published and distributed in all prisons in Kenya.

Result in 2020: This year YotM had received permission to provide information to four
additional correction institutions from April. These were Langata Womens, Nairobi
Remand, Meru-Prisons and Tharaka Nithi-Prisons (see Appendix 5). The training did not
however take place as the Kenya government postponed all visits and activities in prisons in
response to Covid-19. By December the government was yet to lift the ban. A meeting with
the director of rehabilitation was made where YotM discussed on the way forward with this
activity and the director advised YotM to only deliver the manuals to the welfare officers in
the selected prisons.

Follow up in 2021: Next year we want to offer the training in the prisons that were planned
in 2020, and request permission to reach four more prisons. If visiting prisons is not allowed,
we schedule an application to allow the staff of the selected correctional institutions to
participate in the CHV seminars (see activity 4.7).

Activity 4.9: Book club
Objective:

young people strengthen their English language skills and can therefore
express themselves better
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We find that young people in training often have difficulty
speaking English in a group at the beginning of the year,
because they have difficulty finding the right words. In
addition, there is a culture among young people that; - it is
not cool to read. That is why we spend a lot of extra time
encouraging the young people to read books more actively
to increase their vocabulary, but also to increase their
knowledge.

Result in 2020: Before the lockdown, the young people had already covered two books,
namely Gifted Hands and The Reunion. During the lockdown, the young people
encouraged each other to read books at home. For example, Quinter Otieno shared a video
on YotM's Facebook page that she read books at home to distract herself and thus prevent
stress. Other trainees emulated here exampled and individually contacted their trainer and
borrowed books. The Movers Library stimulated the development of a reading culture that
strengthened the confidence to speak English among young people. The most read book of
the year was ‘Rich Dad poor Dad by Robert T. Kiyosaki.

Follow up in 2021: YotM will be offering the book club again so that young people are still
encouraged to read and broaden their horizons.
Activity 4.10: Movers Yoga
Objective:

Young people learn to listen better to their body and to find a better
balance, which strengthens their self-confidence

The Movers Yoga started in 2011 in collaboration with Africa Yoga Project. The training is
offered for one hour after the lessons of the young people in training (see 4.3.1). The young
people find that yoga helps them to relax, have a better concentration; it strengthens their
self-confidence and stimulates teamwork. Yoga also strengthens their physical stability and
even a reduction in the number of attacks has been noted. This is because stress is one of the
triggers of seizures, which for many diminishes once yoga is practiced. The training is
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provided by Hellen. She was Mover of the Year in 2016 and after following the training of
YotM she developed in teaching yoga.

Result in 2020: The yoga sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday started from the first week
that the young people started their program, guided by Hellen (our former Mover from
2016). The activity was well received by the young people. During the lockdown, the yoga
teacher recorded the lessons on video weekly and shared via the whatsapp group of the
young people and the YotM Facebook page. In this way, the young people in training
continue participate in the yoga classes from home. This also gave the opportunity for the
past Movers and other people who follow YotM facebook to watch the videos and practice.
The young people in without a smartphone received the videos from the trainer during their
class meeting.

“Yoga really helped me during the lockdown. After mastering a few moves, I exercised from home
and very time I did I felt relaxed. During my class with the trainer, I got the opportunity to use his
phone to watch the video that the yoga instructor shared and continued to practice with my sisters.
It's so satisfying "
- Morvin Lucky, Mover in Training, 2020

Follow up in 2021: due to the popularity of the Movers Yoga and the positive feedback from
the young people, we plan to continue the training in collaboration with Hellen
Activity 4.11: Addiction Program
Objective:

Young people are informed about the causes and effects of addiction to
prevent and control it.
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During the Movers Meetings, the young people regularly spoke about their efforts to
prevent or control addictions. In particular, they spoke about the challenge of not using
alcohol and drugs and of not using their money with games of chance or computer games.
That is why they proposed to learn more about this in order to be able to limit it better and
to be able to take the step more easily to ask for professional help to learn to control the
addiction.

Three sessions were organized in July in which young people with and without addictions
shared their knowledge and experiences about addictions. Cartoonist Bwana Mdogo went
on to create cartoons that express their experiences. The experiences of the young people, the
cartoons and the knowledge of doctors are currently being processed for the manual that
provides the basic knowledge about addiction. This manual contains basic knowledge about
the addictions and encouragement to ask for professional support to overcome the
addiction.

Result in 2020: The recorded focus group discussions have been translated into text and
included in the manual so that it can be used and read in the future.

Follow up in 2021: YotM plan is to organize meetings for three groups of ten people who
want to overcome their addiction, remembering the lockdown that has left many young
people unemployed and therefore have resorted to excessive drinking. Each group will
attend four sessions at the YotM training center where they will learn the basic facts about
addiction management. During these sessions, they are also encouraged to share their
personal experiences of how they developed the addiction. The goal is that this is a
springboard for them to seek further professional help.
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Activity 4.12: Movers Cyber & Social Media
Objective:
1. Young people with epilepsy learn to use a computer
2. Young people with epilepsy exchange experiences with young people with epilepsy from
other countries
3. Youth on the Move strengthens its financial independence

Youth on the Move opened an internet cafe in 2008 to offer young people with epilepsy
computer lessons and internet. As young people learn to use the computer, they also have a
better chance of entering the labor market as more and more jobs require computer dexterity
for employees.

1:Gathering knowledge and exchanging experiences via the internet
The young people are encouraged to look up information on the internet for their homework
and also for the Movers Meeting where they discuss a different topic every week. In
addition, they are also encouraged to share their opinions and experiences on Social Media:
Facebook, Linkedin and Twitter so that they also have a stronger voice at an international
level.

2: Online Epilepsy Education
To share knowledge about epilepsy and encourage young people to share their experiences,
Beckham Leonard Ouma (Social Media Coordinator) posts twice a day on the Youth on the
Move page on Facebook. There are many responses to this and we also receive questions
from people with and without epilepsy about the condition; how they can help others or
where they can get care themselves. These questions are all answered with care. The number
of followers on Facebook is 7000 with 6869 likew (December 9 2020). According to statistics,
we mainly reach the group between 25 and 34 years with this and men are even more active
than women.
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3: Income generation
The internet café not only offers many opportunities to young people with epilepsy; it is also
income generating. Customers use the internet and can have documents typed, copied,
bound and laminated and pay for this. We can use the turnover to finance part of the fixed
costs for Youth on the Move. The Internet café is run by two employees. They provide
assistance to young people in training and clients. The financial assistant keeps the
administration, and there is also an external auditor who compares income and expenditure
every month and keeps us informed of the results.

Internet cafe employees:
The cyber cafe in Nairobi West is run by two cyber assistants. They provide support to the
Movers and the customers. The financial administrator keeps the financial administration,
which is also audited by an external accountant who provides quarterly reports. This way
we stay informed of the results and whether we need to make changes to our services.

Result in 2020: The Movers continued to improve their computer skills, browsed and
communicated with others in faraway places through the offered access to the internet. They
also used the internet cafe to do their homework. The former Movers also walked into the
café to catch up on current events and share their knowledge with the current Movers in
training. This was until March 20, after which the youth had to stay at home and the
activities largely continued through cell phones.

The Movers Cyber was well attended by customers and the average monthly income
between January and March 2020 was € 1,370.However, from the last week of March to the
end of May, the internet café was closed due to the outbreak of the corona pandemic. From
June to December, the internet café registered a sharp drop in income and the monthly
income averaged € 508. The difficult economic times in combination with the fear of catching
the virus in social places such as in the internet cafe contributed to the decline in income.

Follow up in 2021: The internet café will remain open and we hope that income will recover
soon. The internet café will also remain the central meeting point of the previous, current
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and upcoming Movers. We also continue to use our professional staff who provide support
to both young people and customers at the facilities in the internet cafe.

Post about the internet cafe on Facebook where you can see the measures surrounding Covid-19.
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4. Our staff
Youth on the Move offers its services in response to the expressed needs of young people
with epilepsy. The aim is and remains that the young people with epilepsy are
administrators and implementers of the activities. They take on the duties of teaching
skills as peer educators and reaching out to people across the country in their education.
They do this under the guidance of professionals who share their skills to provide
quality information and guidance. The organization is registered in both Kenya and the
Netherlands and has board members who guide the employees to ensure that the
services meet the conditions set by the organization.

Board YotM

1. Director
Lobby & Advocacy

2. Financial &
Adminstrative
Manager

4. Social Media
Coordinator &
parent coach

3. Trainer

9 & 10. Cyber
Leaders

5. Movers Coach

6. Movers Guide

8. Clients at clinic

40,000 people
countrywide

7. Youth in
Training (12)

8. Parents in
Training (30)

1. Musimbi Epillose (Masters Community Development): Director/Lobby and
Advocacy
2. Jane Wahome (BSc Business Administration): Financial &adminstrative Manager
3. Purity Sipilon (Diploma Community Health Worker, trainee YotM in 2012): Trainer
& Parent Coach
4. Leonard Beckham Ouma: Social Media Assistant and parents trainer
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5. Erick John Kimathi: (Diploma Project Management): Clinic Coach
6. Isaac Mogaka (Movers Educator, Mover of the Year 2020 who was selected in Dec.
2019)
7. 12 Youth in Training
8. 30 Parents in Training
9. Haniph Asman: Cyber Leader (Diploma IT)
10. David Karanja: Cyber Assistant ( Diploma Business Adminstration)
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5. Financial support in Euros
For the realization of our services, we use the profits from our internet café and we receive
support from mainly Dutch foundations and the Bank of Africa in Kenya. In 2021 we expect
to have an income of € 7,090 from our internet cafe and Bank of Africa has again given
permission to support YotM with € 9,090. In addition, we expect income of € 1,090, in
interest through fixed deposits of funds that we receive at the beginning of the year and will
be spent later in the year. We still need financial support in the amount of € 85,545 to
provide the services as suggested in this document.
Below you see the total estimated amount of expenses for 2021:
Activity

Required
amount

1. Lobby & advocacy

13.620

2. Train the Trainer

14.843

3. Epilepsy Education

13.846

4. Movers Meeting

2.721

5. Movers Picnic

1.824

6. Parents Meeting

4.566

7. Coaching at the Epilepsy Clinics

2.532

8. Training of Community Health Volunteers

13.381

9. Turn your Moves (training of inmates)

6.031

10. Book club

2.376

11. Movers Yoga

1.576

12. Internet café in Nairobi West

19.734

13. Social Media Education

4.220

14. Addiction programme

1.545

Total

102.815

Internet café income

€ 7,090

Approved support by Bank of Africa

€ 9,090

Expected income fixed deposit

1,090

Total amount required from foundations

€85.545

Donation to Youth on the Move’s account in Kenya or the Netherlands:
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Youth on the Move is both registered in Kenya and the Netherlands. Therefore you have the
opportunity to donate it to the Kenyan or Dutch account.

Bank account for Youth on the Move in Kenya
Bank: Equity Bank, Nairobi West Branch
Account number: 1280298855190
SWIFT Code: EQBLKENA068128
Bank account for Stichting YotM in the Netherlands
Bank

:

Bank account number:

Rabobank in Amsterdam
NL18RABO01477.34.126

In Kenya, Youth on the Move is registered under the NGO co-ordination board as a NGO
under registration number: OP.218/051/2007/0218/5020. In the Netherlands we’re
registered under the name Stichting YotM with KvK-number 53286618 and ANBI-certificate
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A Big Thank you from YotM
Family for your Support!
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Appendix 1: Board of Youth on the Move
Youth on the Move is registered as a Non-Governmental Organisation at the NGOCoordination Board in Kenya. Secondly, we are registered in the Netherlands as an
institution (stichting) for the fundraising of Youth on the Move in Kenya.

Board of YotM in Kenya:
Dr. Moses Nderitu Ndirangu:

Medical Doctor and Clinical Epidemiologist

Musimbi Epillose:

Secretary (ex-officio, without vote); Director YotM

Kenya
Richard Oduor Oduku:

Research

Consultant,

Biomedical

Science

&

Technology, Program Manager
Elias Ngugi Mwenda:

Lawyer and Magistrate, Judiciary of Kenya

Antony Odhiambo Wasuna:

Lawyer and Advocate of the High Court of Kenya

Peter Sesi Nyette:

Counselling Psychologist and Project Coordinator

Sam Kiwinda

Digital Consultant, Bar & Artist Manager

Board of the YotM Foundation in the Netherlands
Josefien de Kwaadsteniet:

Chairperson (trainer and advisor at MDF Training &

Consultancy)

Tom van der Velpen:

Treasurer (communication officer Gigstarter, interned at YotM
in Kenya in 2012).

Karijn Aussems:

Secretary (previously director at YotM in Kenya, now health
care researcher and teacher at Amsterdam UMC).

Our work is annually screened by the NGO-Co-ordination Board of the Kenyan
Government. For this, we deliver year reports and audited financial statements. The audited
financial statements are available for funds who would like to view this.
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Appendix 2: Scores for the exams of Train the Trainer 2020
Tuesday
Class
Samuel

Epilepsy Culture Coaching Team Youth
Lifestyle Entrepreneurship Finals
&
work participation
Identity
88%
90%
96%
90%
90%
80%
96%
84%

Quinter

91%

99%

93%

96%

89%

-

Benjamin

89%

84%

72%

60%

66%

80%

Luke

76%

88%

94%

89%

80%

97%

Sheldon

99%

91%

98%

90%

93%

91%

Solo

68%

-

96.5%

70%

88%

90%

93%

94%

May his soul rest in peace. He passed on in April

Wednesday Epilepsy Culture Coaching Team Youth
Lifestyle Entrepreneurship Finals
work participation
Class
&
Identity
Marylyne
65%
65%
60%
63%
70%
68%
70%
43%
Leonard

83%

94%

94%

90%

86%

93%

94%

84%

Judy

65%

63%

45%

67%

41%

43%

50%

60%

Bakari

96%

94%

98%

94%

89%

80%

Lucky

70%

70%

55%

67%

60%

50%

Jane

98%

88%

98%

90%

96%

74%
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93%
55%
90%

91%
70%
96%

Appendix 3: Awareness Venues and Numbers Reached
Provincie

Gemeente

Locatie

Maand

Trainers

Nairobi

Kibera

Elite Visionary High
school

Januari

Dennis,
Clifford en
Isaack
Clifford
Beckam en
Clifford
Isaack en
Clifford
Isaack en
Clifford
Eric en Dennis

Olympic High
Toy Primary
High Light School
Starays High
Kahawa
West

Githurai
Kasarani

Machakos

CBD
Baraka
Kibera
Ngomeni

St. Elizabeth
Academy
St. Johns Children
Home
Familia ya Ufariji
New Hope Academy
Bridge International
Academy
Havilla Children
Home
The Fae School
Wonderland
Intergrated School
Kingstar Academy
Mucoe Primary
School
Kenbridge Secondary
Wamama wa usafi
Self help Group
Jamii Association
Wa mama wa
kiwango Kingine self
help group
St. Johns Ambulance
Baraka Clinic
MSF Clinic
Kyaani High School
Kasaini Primary
Kasinga Primary
Kivutini Primary
Mbee Primary
Kikombi High School
Ithaeni Primary
Kathese Primary
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Aantal
bereikt
165

556
1200
236
300
200

Eric

90

Eric en Dennis
Eric en Dennis
Eric en Dennis

245
320
385

Eric en Dennis
Eric en Dennis
Eric en Dennis
Eric en Dennis
Eric en Dennis

120
90
466
159
340

Eric en Dennis
Purity

258
25

Purity
Purity en
Mercy

20
40

Atito
Beckam en Eric
Beckam en Eric
Beckam
Beckam
Beckam
Beckam
Beckam
Beckam
Beckam
Beckam

52
200
20
259
458
596
487
300
245
489
578

Meru

Kitui

Gaturi

Muthale

Mugae Hill Day
Secondary
Blessed Joseph
Gerald Day School
Kanyakine Primary
St. Martins Ngongo
Secondary
Kanyakine Boys
Boarding
PCEA Linu Waruiru
Primary
PCEA Kagaru
Primary
Bubui Primary
Gaturi Primary
Mugae Hill Primary
Huruma Girls High
School
Muthare Girls

f Februari

Eric
Eric
Eric
Eric
Eric
Eric

Kisasi Youth Group
Kiatuni Secondary
St. Charles Academy
Nzauni Secondary
Miwani Primary

n Nairobi

Kisii

Ruai

AIC Kyondoni
Women Group
Blessed Angel
Academy
Ruai Mixed Academy

Mathare

Huruma Group

Langata
Kasarani

St. Joseph Academy
PAG Church

Kisii

Kienyenche Primary
School
Genchen Secondary
School for the deaf
Township SDA
Church Keumbu
Amavire SDA

Kia maiko
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Eric

Maart

322
280
470
240
510
230
128

Eric
Eric
Eric
Isaack en
Vanile
Isaack en
Vanile
Isaack en
Vanile
Isaack en
Vanile
Isaack en
Vanile
Isaack en
Vanile
Isaack en
Vanile
Isaack en
Vanile
Beckam en
Mercy
Beckam en
Dennis
Beckam en
Dennis
Clifford
Beckam en
Vanile
Eric en Quinter

120
420
320
269

Eric en Quinter

210

Eric en Quinter

200

Eric en Quinter

350

284
49
230
198
343
423
60
95
146
30
110
95
450

Nairobi

CBD

Kibera

Mathare
Roysambu
Meru

Meru

Nkubu

Kanyakine

Church
Eremo SDA Church
Keoke Catholic
Taracha
Keoke PAG Church
St Johns Ambulance
German Doctors
Mathare
MSF Kibera
Silver Springs
Academy Kibera
Kibera Youth Group
Mathare Youth
Group
Roysambu Women
Group
Meru Childrens
Home
Nkubu AIC Church
Machikine Academy
Kanyakine market
(aan groepen van 5
mensen)

Totaal aantal mensen bereikt
Machakos
Matuu
Kaunyuni Self help
group
Masewani Youth
Group
Matuu Youth Group

Kisumu

Machakos

Eric en Quinter
Eric en Quinter

300
250

Eric en Quinter
Atito en
jongeren
Eric en
jongeren

150
68
400
45
90

Isaack and
Samuel
Isaack en Jane
Eric en
Marilyne
Purity

50
30
15

Eric en Sheldon

90

Mei
Juni

Eric en Sheldon
Eric en Sheldon
Eric
Eric

120
207
550
650

August

Eric

18.496
30

Eric

65

Eric

40

Matuu

Kilango Self Help
Group
Kisumu Odinga
Onginga Referral
Hospital
Kondele Youth
Group
Ja Omondi Vision
Group
Mutual Single
Mothers Support
Group
Matuu Epilepsy clinic

Yatta

Yatta PWDs Group

Eric and Luke

26

Kaewani Youth
Group

Eric and Luke

94

Kondele

49

October

Eric

29

Purity

52

Purity

45

Purity

30

Purity

52

Eric and Luke

40

Kisii

Busia

Nairobi

Taracha

Nambale

Kibera

Mbaa Matuu Elderly
Group
Junior Group

Eric and Luke

73

Eric and Luke

127

AIC Matuu

Eric and Luke

53

Ndalani Youth

Eric and Luke

142

Kateiko Support
Group
Tarancha Primary

Eric and Luke

134

Isaack

94

Emmanuel Lights
Academy

Isaack

74

Biombe SDA Church

Isaack

227

Biombe Youth Group

Isaack

53

Birongo SDA Church

Isaack

192

Magancha SDA
Church

Isaack

234

Kisoko Boys High
School

Beckham

250

Kisoko Girls High
School

Beckham

101

Mangatsi Parish

Beckham

256

St. Annes Secondary

Beckham

192

Madende primary

Beckham

257

Kisoko Village Group

Beckham

50

Clean Ghetto Youth
Group

Isaack

22

Go Green Group

Isaack

35

Total No. of people reached
Kisii

Nyamache

21,565
Nyamache Women
Group

Purity

32

Nyamache Catholic
Church

Purity

230

Riokindo Church

Purity

250

SDA Mosocho

Purity

460

50

November

Busia

Nambale

Nyakoe SDA Church

Purity

333

Matangamana PAG
Church

Purity

298

Living Water Church

Purity

100

Butula church

Beckam

130

Muhago PAG Church

Beckam

96

Lukina Primary
School

Beckam

230

Muhayo villagers

Beckam

45

Misikhu Secondary
School

Beckam

160

Nairobi

Dandora

Dandora youth
Group

Beckam and
Jane

29

Machakos

Ekalakala

Mutevu Crew Youth
group

Eric and
Leonard

64

Gio Investment
Group

Eric and
Leonard

50

Visionary
Neighbours Support
Group

Eric and
Leonard

32

Katangini Self Help
Group

Eric and
Leonard

48

Winners Youth
Group

Eric and
leonard

52

Ekash Star Youth
Group

Eric and
Leonard

41

AIC Athi River

Purity and
Sheldon

260

First Baptist Church

Purity and
Luke

177

Gachua New Apostle
Church

Eric

221

Full Gospel Youth

Eric

226

Giaki Church

Eric

146

Athi river

Meru

Gachua

51

Kitui

Kitui

Nairobi

Meru

Narok

Narok

Mlango

Kithiokoo

Kibera

Gakoromoni

Suswa

Suswa

Mlango AIC Church

Beckam

300

Tumaini la Vijana
Youth Group

Beckam

28

Methodist Singers
Choir

Beckam

67

Mwenda Ndua
Support Group

Beckam

29

Kithiokoo Catholic
Church

Isaack and
Bakari

199

Kya Mbunguo
Children Home

Isaack and
Bakari

102

Yes We Can Youth
Group

Isaack and
Lucky

30

Jijenge Initiative

Isaack and
Lucky

37

Methodist Church

Eric

236

Faida Youth Group

Eric

120

Neema Sport Group

Eric

30

Mugori Support
Group

Eric

49

Chai Tamu CBO

Eric

204

Salvation Army
Mugori

Eric

237

Suswa Gospel
Church Group

Isaack

166

Olomirani Group

Isaack

41

Morogot Youth
Group

Isaack

34

Olotumany Group

Isaack

41

Gospel Church
Ndulele

Isaack

189

Eric

441

Eric

350

Enkiloriti primary
Enkiloriti Secondary

52

December

January
2021

Nandi

Kitui

Kapsabet

Ikutha

Enooseyia Secondary

Eric

300

Gospel Church
Enooseya

Eric

156

Ilooiboti Primary

Eric

396

Ilturot Primary

Eric

430

Kiruk Primary

Eric

387

Catholic Church
Kiruk

Eric

64

Matonyok Secondary

Eric

189

Nandi Primary

Purity

365

Namungoi Primary

Purity

397

Kamombo Primary

Purity

493

Kapsingak Church

Purity

30

St. Peters Catholic
Church

Purity

173

Ikutha Youth Group

Eric

41

Maluma Secondary

Eric

208

Simisi Secondary

Eric

246

Simisi Primary

Eric

308

Mwaathe Secondary

Eric

195

AIC Ikutha

Eric

94

Kalivu SDA Church
Group

Eric

121

Kalawa Gospel
Church

Eric

93

Mwanianga
Secondary

Eric

185

Nzaini Youth Group

Eric

53

Machakos

Matuu

Tei wa Ngai clinic
Matuu

Epillose and
purity

74

Nairobi

Baraka

German Doctors
(Baraka)

Beckam

41

53

Makueni

Kibera

MSF Kibera Clinic

Beckam

09

Dandora

Dandora Self Help
Group

Beckam

35

Kahawa
West

Kahawa West Special
Group

Beckam

20

Kibera

Kibera SDA Youth
Group

Beckam

30

Mbooni

AIC Kikima

Purity

90

Purity

106

Nduluku
Independent Church

Purity

54

Kitundu Secondary
staff members

Purity

296

Kitondo Gospel
Church

Purity

89

Mukimwani Youth
Group

Purity

34

Ikanga Youth Group

Eric

19

Kisayani Children
Home

Eric

79

Kyatune Primary

Eric

207

Enzau Youth Group

Eric

25

AIC Kyatune

Eric

100

St. Antony Academy

Eric

104

Kitale Academy

Eric

246

PAG Church Bikeke

Eric

87

Nyabomo SDA
Church

Eric

92

Mitoni Mitatu Youth
Group

Eric

30

Mabondeni Academy

Eric

183

Tei wa Ngoo sya
Yesu Children Home
Kikima

Mwingi

Transnzoia

Mutomo

Kitale

54

February
2021

Homabay

Nairobi

Machakos

Kabuyefwe Friends
Group

Eric

24

Africa Independent
Church of God

Purity

54

Langoromo Youth
Group

Purity

23

Ruga Youth Group

Purity

48

St. Camilus Ojunge
Group

Purity

26

Maguti Women
Group

Purity

46

Mbai Innovative
Good Workers Group

Purity

29

Baraka

German Doctors
(Baraka)

Beckam

39

Kibera

MSF Kibera

Beckam

14

Athi River

Mavoko Youth
Group

Eric

45

Kwa Maria
Association

Purity

60

Ndthiwa

Total No. of People Reached

35,587
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Appendix 4: Youth on the Move’s Partners
Youth on the Move actively partners with stakeholders in Kenya and the Netherlands. Below we give
you a description of the stakeholders we involve in meeting our objectives:
IBE and ILAE: International Bureau for Epilepsy and International League against Epilepsy are two
international institutions who involve us in organizing their activities for the African Epilepsy
Congress. IN 2012 our youth were invited to launch the event when the Kenyan Minister of Health
Anyang’ Nyong’o was present.
EAA: Epilepsy Alliance Africa. This is a pan African society with 34 countries as members that have
united to end stigma and strive for epilepsy awareness and proper treatment.
NCDAK: Non Communicable Disease Alliance of Kenya is An umbrella body that brings all
stakeholders in non-communicable diseases registered under the Ministry of Health and a member
of the non-communicable disease alliance globally.
NECC: This is the National Epilepsy Coordination Committee which we have initiated in partnership
with all other stakeholders in epilepsy care, including the Ministry of Health. It is registered as a
society and acknowledged as a government body. As members we utilise NECC as a platform to
network and partner with the various stakeholders, including Bank of Africa who is one of NECCs
sponsors.
KSE: Kenya Society for Epilepsy is a board of doctors with expertise on epilepsy directed by Professor
Kioy, a neurologist. Professor Kioy is advisor for Youth on the Move and always available to give
feedback on the contents of the educational materials from Youth on the Move.
Leonard Chesire Foundation: A Foundation that brings together all organisations dealing with all
manner of disabilities.
Baraka Health Centre: A medical centre that runs a clinic of epilepsy and attends to over 300
patients at subsidized rates in Mathare; an informal settlement (slum) in Nairobi City
KAWE: KAWE has three clinics for people with epilepsy and provides subsidized drugs. They allow
our youth with epilepsy to offer coaching to their clients, as they refer them to our office.
FPE: Foundation for People with Epilepsy is an NGO that offers epilepsy care in Malindi. Their
doctors offer us medical advice in our awareness creation and guidance of youth with epilepsy.
Matuu Catholic Church Machakos County: the church runs Tei wa Ngai epilepsy clinic which attends
on average per month 90 patients. Youth on the Move partners with the clinic which is run by
catholic sisters of mercy to educate patients bimonthly and also train their community health
volunteers and teachers of special needs.
Sanofi: this is one of the Kenyan pharmaceutical companies, who actively contribute in our
awareness creation by providing us comic books “We’ll make it”, which is a story about a boy with
epilepsy who finds ways how to effectively live beyond it.
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Kenya Prisons Service: We partner with them in training and guiding inmates living with epilepsy.
They gave permission to the trainers to meet the inmates and to take part in developing the content
of the manual.
County Governments: The Community Health Volunteers of the County Governments are trained by
YotM and thereafter contribute in empowering their members of public living with epilepsy.

Appendix 5: Recommendation Letters of the Kenyan Government
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